Cotswolds Lavender Farm, United Kingdom

Finding Inspiration For Your Green-Thumbed Travelers
Dear Friends,
From an early age, I’ve had a soft spot for fragrant, colorful gardens. It was my own mum who
first inspired this affection with her self-taught gardening and stone wall building skills,
turning otherwise unremarkable plots of land into serene spots full of sculptures, topiary and
all manner of flora. Still, today, when I travel, I find myself drawn to special gardens,
especially those with an interesting story or history, like many of those our clients have shared
with us below. From small tucked-away gems to larger arboretums, we hope you’ll find
inspiration for your green-thumbed travelers. Read on for the latest in garden news from New
York City to Sydney, the Yucatan to the Cotswolds. Please reach out to us with any questions.
We love to hear from you.
Fondly,

vip@r-recommends.com

Japanese Hill and Pond Garden at the Brooklyn Botanic Gardens

Beyond Times Square: Gardens of New York City
Had enough of pounding the pavement through the concrete jungle of Manhattan? Beyond
Times Square offers these suggestions for a quiet respite from the urban frenzy.
Japanese Hill and Pond Garden at the Brooklyn Botanic Gardens (open year-round): The
Japanese Hill and Pond Garden will instantly transport you to Japan. The garden, which is one
of the oldest and most visited gardens outside of Japan, was first constructed in 1915 by Takeo
Shiota. The garden was curated to resemble nature, along with Japan’s rocky coastline and
rugged landscape. Make sure to see the cherry blossoms in full bloom, starting in early spring.
Conservatory Garden in Central Park (February – October): The Conservatory Garden is the
only formal garden found in Central Park. The garden features the best of Central Park,
without the hustle and congestion of cyclists and runners. The six-acre garden is organized
into three different sectors showcasing English, French, and Italian cultures. Highlights from
the garden include lilac trees in the English section, Walter Schott’s sculpture, Three Dancing
Maidens, in the French section, and a wisteria pergola in the Italian section.
The Jefferson Market Garden (April – October): Located in the historic sector of Greenwich
Village, The Jefferson Market Garden is a quaint oasis hidden in the bustling city. The garden
sits adjacent to the historic Jefferson Market Library. Before the garden came to life, the site
was used as a former food market, a women’s prison and a firehouse. The garden, known for
its tulips, was featured in Sex and the City for Cynthia Nixon’s character’s wedding.

Kings Park Wildflowers. Credit Botanic Gardens and Parks Authority

Southern Crossings - Australia: Botanic Gardens and Beyond
Bottlebrush and banksia, roses and rhododendrons, waterlilies and wattle – they are all on
display in Australia. From formal English-style gardens to exquisite Australian natives, edible
gardens and festivals of bloom, there are colorful displays of botanical beauty across the
continent.
Each of Australia’s capital cities offers stunning Botanic Gardens that are open to visitors to
explore at their own pace. They offer the perfect sanctuary to enjoy an early-morning jog, a
tranquil inner-city picnic or a tailored garden tour with an expert guide (which Southern
Crossings is happy to arrange). An Aboriginal-led heritage tour of the spectacular harborside
Royal Botanic Gardens in Sydney introduces visitors to the indigenous bush tucker and
medicinal uses for various plants. The gardens also showcase a wide range of native and exotic
plants, including the Wollemi Pine (discovered only in 1994, this plant is believed to have
survived since the Jurassic period), and provide some of the city’s best photo spots (Mrs.
Macquarie’s Chair on the edge of the Botanic Gardens is the place to take that shot of the
Opera House and Harbour Bridge). Sydney’s Royal Botanic Gardens are also the venue for some
of the city’s most spectacular annual events: the perfect fireworks vantage point for New
Year’s Eve celebrations, venue of the breathtaking Handa Opera on Sydney Harbour (March 22
– April 21, 2019 sees West Side Story, and to the backdrop of Sydney Harbour), the annual
summer Open Air Cinema series (Jan/Feb annually) and much more.
Elsewhere around the country: Adelaide’s Botanic Gardens boast a beautiful Victorian
glasshouse, imported from Germany in 1875 and that now houses rare and endangered tropical
plants. Visitors to Melbourne’s Botanic Gardens can also enjoy celebrated Australian chef
Shannon Bennett’s cuisine at Jardin Tan – where many of the ingredients are sourced from the

onsite kitchen garden. In Perth, Kings Park and Botanic Gardens showcase a stunning display of
Western Australian wildflowers each spring and offer up some of the most stunning city skyline
views all year-round. Even in Australia’s Red Centre, the Alice Springs Desert Park showcases
the fascinating interlinking world of plants, animals and Aboriginal culture. In the heart of the
Hunter Valley wine country, just two hours north of Sydney, the Hunter Valley Gardens offers
14 hectares of beautifully tended themed gardens and 8 kilometers of fragrant walking trails.
To the west and south of Sydney, the cooler climates of the Blue Mountains and Southern
Highlands also offer countless treasures for garden lovers.
Southern Crossings can also arrange tours of some of Australia’s most breathtaking stately
homes and award-winning private gardens – from cool-climate gardens to exotic sub-tropical
oases full of color; chef-led kitchen garden tours combined with foraging, harvesting and
hands-on cooking classes or a self-drive tour to see Western Australia’s stunning wildflowers –
or, perhaps, a guided snorkeling and diving tour of what is one of the most spectacular
Australian gardens, the Great Barrier Reef.

Beautiful Garden Tours In France Provided By Decouvertes
The savviest of gardeners gush over the range of styles and plants that define French gardens,
from the moisture-loving flora of the northwest to the cacti of the Mediterranean south.
Small, intimate gardens invite peaceful moments of meditation, while large formal estate
gardens evoke visions of bygone era. Decouvertes has put together a comprehensive catalog of
the many gardens worth visiting throughout the country (with an entire separate catalog for
Provence and the Riviera). We share a few favorites here throughout France:

Marqueyssac - the most visited garden in
Perigord, with good reason. The garden,
overlooking the Dordogne Valley and its
chalky cliffs, is specially designed for
walking.

Three

circuits

lead

to

the

Belvedere balcony, high above the river.
Every Thursday evening, the gardens light up
with 2,000 candles and more than 150 light
sources along the promenade from the Cliffs
to

the

Waterfalls

-

a

truly

magical

experience.
Les Jardins de Cadiot - Unabashedly romantic with stone fountains, ancient roses, peonies,
hydrangeas and more, the garden is in bloom with more than 1,500 varieties of plants from
May to October. Look for sculptures hidden throughout - many of the contemporary creations
have been featured in international media.
Chateaud de Villandry - the last of the
great chateaux built in the Loire Valley
during

the

Renaissance,

the

elegant

architecture and outstanding gardens make
this a must-see. Famous landscape gardener
Doctor Carvallo developed the gardens in an
Italian Renaissance style and geometric
layout. This new fashion in garden design
led to the creation of the “French Gardens,”
in which the garden became larger. Look for
a water garden, maze of clipped trees,
three tiers of terracing, a vegetable garden
and more.
In Provence & the Riviera are:
Chȃteau Val Joanis - between Avignon and
Aix-en-Provence. Combine a garden tour and
tasting of AOC Côtes du Luberon red, white
and rosé wines. The “Remarkable Garden”
features

terraced

vegetable

gardens,

orchards, flower beds, an olive grove and a
central pond.

Les Jardins de la Bouscarella - a former olive farm. Inhale the fresh floral scents year-round,
taking note of the irises planted on top of the estate’s restored walls. Each of 15 different
terraces hold numerous plants - look for the flat field surrounded by forest, an orchard and
small farm and a barn dating back to 1900, among others.

Villa Ephrussi de Rothschild - on SaintJean-Cap-Ferrat. Baroness Beatrice Ephrussi
de Rothschild designed the main garden
(there are several others) in the shape of a
ship’s deck - with sea views on either side and she would survey the remarkable scene
upon returning from extravagant parties or
the casino at Monte Carlo thanks to cleverly
placed lamps that would light up the foliage
and large pond. Look for Italian Renaissance
urns, or “cardinal vases”, ornamental ponds,
a channel running through a large, oval
flowerbed and exotic palm trees and agave.
This is but a handful of the precious gardens for which France is renowned. Allow us to put
you in touch with the garden experts at Decouvertes who arrange a personalized tours of
these, and more.

Hacienda Santa Rosa (Botanical Garden)

Catherwood Travels: Gardens of the Yucatan
Haciendas del Mundo Maya Foundation (Traspatio Maya): Explore Mayan practices and learn
about the “solares Mayas,” a perennial feature in traditional Maya houses consisting of
orchards of fruit trees and medicinal plants. Through the Foundation of the Haciendas del
Mundo Maya, Catherwood Travels has not only supported the native species reforestation in

local communities (where travelers are welcome to participate and help), but also made
important strides in sharing botanical knowledge of the Maya region.
Hacienda Santa Rosa (Botanical Garden): Explore the gorgeous botanical gardens at this
romantic hacienda, created for the rescue and conservation of more than 283 plant species of
different uses: medicinal, ornamental and aromatic. Meet a traditional Maya “curandero”
(healer), who will share with you how plants are powerful and magical enough to treat
numerous health problems.

Hacienda Chichi de los Lagos

Hacienda Chichi de los Lagos: Surrounded by beautiful gardens, which in spring come alive
with a stunning variety of regional flora and the beautiful songs of tropical birds, feel at one with
nature while enjoying upscale hacienda-style accommodations. Spring is the ideal time of the
year to stay at Chichi de los Lagos, an 18th-century property with six bedrooms. Situated 90
minutes from the city of Merida, this magical spot inspires disconnecting from the outside world
and reveling in a peaceful ambience, where hundreds of butterflies welcome you. The sanctuary
boasts vast gardens, its own cenote (sinkhole) and a lake, with an adjacent palapa for yoga and
meditation.

Tecoh, garden curated by Jorge Pardo

Tecoh (garden curated by Jorge Pardo): Tecoh is one of Cuban artist Jorge Pardo’s most
significant works and a relevant example of a site-specific art work within the world of
contemporary art. It lies on 740 acres deep in the northern Yucatan jungle, on the ruins of a
17th-century hacienda, which forms part of a group of properties characteristic to the
peninsula. Here, Pardo has combined Mayan culture, modern design, local craftsmanship and
computer-generated technology, natural landscapes and fantastical interiors to produce a
suite of kaleidoscopic experiences. His work doesn’t have an end or a beginning and it covers
the structures, pools and gardens, which have rocky paths buffered by lush vegetation, lily
ponds, tropical flora, giant stepping stones and massive trees with coiling branches, such as
Indian laurel trees. Being here feels like passing through a portal to a distant world.
Participate with a family or an entire community in the creation of backyard orchards to
produce vegetables that are locally marketed, taking advantage of local resources. Or, simply
explore the gardens of a hacienda or a private reserve in what locals call a birders’ paradise;
after all, the Yucatan Peninsula is home to 445 bird species, representing 50 percent of
Mexico’s bird population. We’d be happy to put you in touch with the team at Catherwood
Travels to arrange a garden-lover’s itinerary.

RHS Garden Hyde Hall. Credit RHS Jason Ingram

Original Travel UK: Don’t Miss Gardens
From the woodland gardens in England to Cotswolds lavender farms, the UK is abloom this
spring and summer. Original Travel UK has the inside scoop thanks to their garden specialist.
Allow us to put you in touch and they’ll create a fabulous, flower-filled getaway for your
clients. A few ideas to inspire your own green thumb:
Leonardslee: Described as the “finest woodland gardens in England,” Leonardslee Gardens
will re-open after a period of restoration this March. First planted in 1801, the Grade I-listed
gardens on the 240-acre estate feature beautiful blooms of rhododendrons, azaleas, camellias,
magnolias and bluebells during the spring. The opening weekend will be a time to celebrate
nature at its best. Located in the main courtyard, the garden is also home to a fascinating
“Beyond The Dolls’ House” exhibition that is exquisite in its detail and charm, capturing the
historic life of the Edwardian estate, and will enthrall the imagination of young and old alike.
An Evening at Sissinghurst: This June, spend a special evening with the renowned gardener,
writer and television presenter, Sarah Raven, as she delves into the gardens’ intricacies and
the history of the famous family that has called the property home for generations. With the
grounds closed to the public, you can exclusively enjoy the peace, tranquillity and ethereal
evening light of the gardens. The month of June sees the rose and white gardens at their best;
the early-summer evening will finish with a drinks on the lawn and a beautifully prepared
three-course dinner.
Crug Farm: Described as a mecca for extraordinary plants, Crug Farm is home to selfproclaimed “plant hunters,” Bleddyn and Sue Wynn-Jones. A job title that seems like it
belongs in the pages of a storybook, historically plant hunters traveled across the world

discovering new plants for science. At Crug Farm you will be able to get an inside look into the
world of plant hunting and explore the unrivaled selection of worldwide plants that are hidden
in this beautiful area of North Wales. From Vietnam to Mexico, Bleddyn and Sue’s expeditions
traverse the globe and their personal tales of bandits and giant wasps are fascinating. This is a
treasure trove for plant-aholics.

RHS Garden Hyde Hall. Credit RHS Jason Ingram

Hyde Hall Curators Walk: Take a stroll through the beautiful gardens at the Royal
Horticultural Society’s Hyde Hall which is expertly led by its Curator, Robert Brett. With
sweeping panoramas of the Essex countryside and an eclectic range of horticultural styles,
there is interest and color around every corner. Taking place seasonally, any walk will be
tailored to the time of year. Whether the freshness of new season’s growth, the splendor of
summer or the secret garden wonders of winter – it doesn’t matter what time of year you
visit, it is always a treat to see a British garden in the cycle of life.

Cotswolds Lavender

Cotswolds Lavender Farm: There is not much that can make the rolling hills of the Cotswolds
more picturesque than they already are, but the soft sheen of the purple fields of lavender
definitely do a good job of it. Overlooking the chocolate-box village of Broadway and the Vale
of Evesham, Cotswold Lavender is a third-generation family farm that has been growing
lavender for 20 years. The limestone terrain is just what the flowers crave; the farm now has
over 40 different varieties, 140 miles of rows and 500,000 plants in total. The growing of
lavender is very seasonal and it is in the peak of the summer sunshine that the plants are
harvested and distilled using traditional methods. The product is then aged for a year before
use. With the head farmer by your side, walk the fields when the lavender is in bloom in the
early summer learning about the growing, harvesting and distilling processes.

The gardens of Great Fosters, Egham Surrey, United Kingdom

The Gardens of Great Fosters
Enviably close to Heathrow, yet seemingly worlds away from city hubbub, Great Fosters is a
Grade I-listed building set in 50 acres of glorious gardens and parkland in Egham, Surrey.
Guests are drawn outside to the Saxon moat with its green oak Japanese bridge, circular
sunken rose garden, lake and amphitheater. The photo opps are endless - there’s a reason this
is such a favored historic wedding venue. The hotel grows much of its own produce in a
kitchen garden and large glass house, in addition to rearing pigs and keeping bees that supply
the honey for breakfast. Two restaurants serve the bounty of the gardens: The Estate Grill,
committed to locally sourced cuisine in a contemporary and informal setting, and the elegant,
Michelin-starred, Tudor Room, which has also earned 4 rosettes by the AA. The estate is also
conveniently close to several renowned gardens: RHS Wisley, the flagship garden of the Royal
Horticultural Society; The Saville Garden, which is part of the Royal Landscape; and the Royal
Botanic Gardens at Kew are all within a 30-minute drive of the hotel. The Great Fosters staff
would be delighted to help arrange day trips to these and other local gardens.

Otahuna Lodge Daffodils. Credit Otahuna Lodge

Southern Crossings - New Zealand: Rainbows Down Under
From north to south, sub-tropical to sub-alpine, the gardens of New Zealand showcase native
and European plants in every color of the rainbow. Garden-lovers visiting New Zealand are
spoilt for choice with several beautiful public and private gardens of international significance
dotted across the nation, including:
Ayrlies - just under an hour east of Auckland is described as the quintessential New
Zealand garden.

The garden boasts views to the Hauraki Gulf, four hectares of

sweeping lawns, ponds, waterfalls and woodlands showcasing a diversity of color and
texture, while the Arylies Wetland area attracts a plethora of native and visiting
birdlife.
Te Kainga Marire - located in the North Island’s Taranaki region, lush ferns define
skillfully designed and tranquil inner-city native gardens mimicking a microcosm of New
Zealand landscapes.
Ohinetahi - only 20-minutes from Christchurch is one of the nation’s oldest and finest
gardens (open to visitors September through to April). Looking over Lyttleton Harbour,
Ohinetahi’s “garden rooms” each showcase different styles and plantings - formal,
potager, rose and native woodland gardens - and boast a collection of striking art,
architectural works and sculptures.
Trotts Garden - south of Christchurch is an eye-catching garden combining formal and
informal elements to delight visitors with year-round interest and color.
Dunedin Botanic Garden - the oldest in the country (opened in 1863), Dunedin’s
forested slopes and formal floral displays present visitors with more than 6,800
different plant species. In spring, the upper reaches bloom with thousands of daffodils

and a forest of mature rhododendrons – the perfect setting for a picnic overlooking the
city below. Meanwhile, the beautiful Edwardian Winter Garden Glasshouse provides a
year-round tropical retreat for exotic flowering cacti and succulents.
Lanarch Castle Gardens - only a stone’s throw from Dunedin, a seasonal floral display
complements an important collection of New Zealand natives and stunning vistas over
the Otago Peninsula.

Southern Crossings can arrange garden visits and tours to these and many other public and
private gardens, ensuring that visiting gardening enthusiasts enjoy local insights and uncover
hidden gems. A few others to consider include:
Eden Garden on the North Island - One of Auckland’s best-kept secret gardens growing
a wide collection of New Zealand natives and offering panoramic views over the harbor
city. The Auckland Domain Wintergarden’s Victorian-style glass houses display a
changing collection of rare plants.
Waitangi Treaty House - The extensive parklands that surround the house (the scene of
the 1840 signing of the Treaty of Waitangi) are dotted with pohutukawas planted by
royalty, fragrant rose gardens and iconic Norfolk pines while also offering sweeping
views down to the sea and over the historic township of Russell.
Hamilton Gardens - These beautiful public gardens feature 21 themed gardens from a
Sung Dynasty Chinese scholar’s garden to an Italian renaissance garden, a modernist
garden and a traditional English flower garden. A well-rewarded stop enroute between
Auckland and Taupo or Rotorua, the award-winning Hamilton Gardens also host the
annual Hamilton Arts Festival (February 20 – March 3, 2019) that celebrates an equally
vibrant lineup of music, opera, theater and dance.
Christchurch, coined the “Garden City” - The city’s Botanic Gardens are a bloom with
thousands of species; from azaleas and magnolias to cacti and succulents. There is a
riverside arboretum, a collection of New Zealand roses and The Fernhouse, which
showcases stunning New Zealand ferns, including, of course, the iconic silver fern.

The gardens of The Goring, London, United Kingdom

The Goring: Linger in London’s Parks
Located in exclusive Belgravia, The Goring is a five-minute walk from both St. James’ Park and
Green Park, two of the most beautiful royal parks to visit in London. The Goring’s own garden
is a stunning private oasis, providing a piece of paradise in the heart of London. It’s bigger
than the Centre Court at Wimbledon and looks lovely in every season with its array of
captivating plants and flowers -- a perfect spot to enjoy a refreshing glass of champagne in
the summer months or admire the view from inside the cozy lounge during the winter months.
St. James’ Park Highlights: This royal park includes The Mall and Horse Guards Parade and is
surrounded by Buckingham Palace, Clarence House and Whitehall. Ceremonies such as
Changing the Guard and Trooping the Colour take place along The Mall, which has seen its fair
share of historic royal processions, coronations, state openings of Parliament and state visits
since its conception as a grand processional route in honor of Queen Victoria. Duck in to St.
James’ Cafe for tea and a scone and enjoy the impressive lake and fountain views - you’ll
likely see the resident pelicans, which have been a park mainstay since the Russian
Ambassador gifted a gaggle of them to King Charles II nearly 400 years ago.
Green Park Highlights: Come springtime, Green Park, next to Buckingham Palace, is a riot of
yellow, owing to more than 250,000 daffodils bursting to life. Settle in on 40 acres of mature
trees and grasslands for a peaceful picnic - perhaps you’ll hear the Royal Gun Salutes, when
ceremonial guns are fired in celebration of a special royal occasion. A number of memorials,
fountains and statues invite leisurely exploration of this tranquil city oasis.

The gardens at Curtain Bluff, Antigua

Curtain Bluff: Gardens of Antigua
The gardens of Curtain Bluff have been evolving for over half a century. Guests are drawn in
by exquisite landscaping and mature gardens as soon as they pass through the resort’s heavy,
wrought-iron gates and enter the lush, green-as-fresh-paint property on the south coast of
Antigua.
Everywhere one looks, 40-foot coconut palms flutter against the
sky. Winding pathways are walled with 15-foot-high flowering
shrubs. At night couples dance under the canopy of an ancient
tamarind tree. The spa is hidden away in its own secluded grove
and the rest of the buildings, all low-rise, are in perfect
harmony with their natural surroundings.

All in all, over 6,000 majestic palms are scattered around the 20acre property, climbing the bluff, surrounding the swimming pool
and lining the backs of the two beaches. Over 70 different species
are represented, including fox tails, coconut, Christmas and fanlike travelers’ palms. Underneath the shaking fronds are bright
shocks of color from night jasmine and sweet-scented stephanotis,
varieties of hibiscus, bougainvillea, frangipani and orchid. Their

shadows are lively with local fauna, a boon for naturalists and
photographers in search of local birds, lizards and scurrying hermit
crabs.

It's obvious that these gardens are the pride of Curtain Bluff’s
head gardener, Ezra. He and his team grow all of the new
plantings from cuttings in the in-house nursery. Every Wednesday
at 10 AM, Ezra takes guests on garden tours, going behind the
scenes to explain the hard work and knowledge it takes to make
and maintain a garden so that it looks completely natural.

The gardens of Bodysgallen Hall, North Wales

Bodysgallen Hall & Spa: Gardens upon Gardens
Talk a walk through Bodysgallen Hall’s garden - the historic hall is surrounded by more than
200 acres of wooded parkland and gardens, both manicured and wild, and recognized for their
award-winning restoration. After taking afternoon tea on the lily pond terrace overlooking the
walled rose garden, meander along the Malus walk leading to the ancient woodland offering

views to Conwy Castle. Afterwards, head to the Courtyard garden and stand above the 18thcentury parterre filled with sweet-scented herbs and neatly divided by manicured box hedges,
or wander through to the kitchen garden where organically grown fruit and vegetables are
produced to be incorporated into the chef’s award-winning menus. Several woodland walks
invite leisurely afternoon strolls, including the Terrace Walk, the Ladies Walk, the Eastern
Covert Walk or the Pydew Village Walk that leads to a Gothic tower and obelisk atop Pydew
Mountain.

Trewithen House gardens, located near The Nare, are listed on the National Heritage List for England.

The Nare: Cornish gardens, famous around the world
Cornwall has a mild sub-tropical climate due to its geographical location on the edge of the
Gulf Stream. The great plant hunters of the previous centuries realized this significant factor
and, as a result, Cornish gardens are today considered some of the most famous in the world.
The historic nature of these gardens are a testament to their founder families and gardeners
and a tribute to those who nurture them today.
Cornwall's famous gardens are within easy reach of The Nare. The Lost Gardens of Heligan and
The Eden Project are close by and are both worth visiting. Both of these attractions have
powerful stories to tell and it is impossible to not feel moved by some aspect of time spent here.
Less well known but no less impressive are the gardens at Caerhays Castle. Overlooking
Porthluney beach, the gardens surrounding this beautiful castle are

home to The National

Collection of Magnolias. From February to April these magnificent plants put on a breath taking
display of color that you don't expect to experience in early spring. Cornwall is also home to
some of the UK's largest private botanical gardens and The Nare is able to arrange private guided
visits for guest to these special places. The Nare's Garden page provides further details of the
gardens close to the hotel.

